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Polybius (/ p É™ Ëˆ l Éª b i É™ s /; Greek: Î Î¿Î»Ï•Î²Î¹Î¿Ï‚, PolÃ½bios; c. 200 â€“ c. 118 BC) was a Greek
historian of the Hellenistic period noted for his work The Histories, which covered the period of 264â€“146 BC
in detail. The work describes the rise of the Roman Republic to the status of dominance in the ancient
Mediterranean world and includes his eyewitness account of the Sack of ...
Polybius - Wikipedia
The Kyklos (Ancient Greek: ÎºÏ•ÎºÎ»Î¿Ï‚, IPA: , "cycle") is a term used by some classical Greek authors to
describe what they saw as the political cycle of governments in a society. It was roughly based on the history
of Greek city-states in the same period. The concept of "The Kyklos" is first elaborated in Plato's Republic,
chapters VIII and IX. ...
Kyklos - Wikipedia
the danger of living in its shadow.With no word in Latin for volcano,they might have thought the eruption was
a message from the Gods.Pompeii â€“ The Last Dayis their story. â€œOur film offers ...
Pompeii â€“ The Last Day - BBC
MÃ– 220'den beri alÄ±nmak istenen Sinop, I. Farnekes zamanÄ±nda (MÃ– 189-159) MÃ– 182'de
alÄ±nabildi.Onun zamanÄ±nda Cotyora (Ordu), Pharnacia (Giresun) ve Trapezus (Trabzon) gibi Yunan
kÄ±yÄ± kentleri ele geÃ§irildi ve kÄ±yÄ± hakimiyeti Pontus KrallÄ±ÄŸÄ±'na geÃ§ti. RodoslularÄ±n durumu
Roma'ya ÅŸikÃ¢yet etmeleri sonuÃ§ vermedi. Pergamonâ€™a ve Kapadokya KralÄ± IV.
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